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Direct determination by low-energy electron diffraction of the atomic structure of surface layers
on a known substrate
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We develop a technique for the direct determination, by low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!, of the
atomic structure of surface layers on a known substrate. The key is the division of multiple-scattering paths
into those that scatter solely from the known bulk of the sample and those that include scattering by a surface
atom. In a holographic analogy, the sum of the contributions from the former may be identified with a~known!
reference wave, and those from the surface with an~unknown! object wave. The latter may be written as a
linear combination of elementary object waves, each of which may be regarded as a renormalized dynamical
structure factor of a test two-dimensional~2D! superlattice of average atoms within a preselected 3D surface
slab overlying the bulk crystal. The coefficients of this linear expansion, which may be determined by a
maximum entropy algorithm, represent the 3D distribution of atoms within the surface slab. Examples are
given of applications of the method for the determination of structures of adsorbates on known substrates from
both simulated and experimental LEED data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.125417 PACS number~s!: 61.14.2x, 68.43.2h
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most successful tools for the determination
atomic arrangements at crystal surfaces is the techniqu
low energy electron diffraction~LEED!.1–3 In this technique,
the angular and energy variations of backscattered l
energy electrons directed into a surface from the outside
monitored as a sensitive signature of the surface struct
The method relies on the short inelastic scattering length
electrons of such energy~usually in the range;50–400 eV!
for its surface sensitivity. However, similarly strong but ela
tic interactions of such electrons with materials are also
sponsible for a feature that adds considerably to the diffic
of relating the measured data to the surface structure, nam
the fact that the electron scattering needs to be modelle
multiple-scattering theory.

Over the past several decades, such theories have
developed to the extent thatgiven a structure, it is possible to
accurately and quite swiftly calculate its complete LEE
spectrum,4 represented by intensity versus energy@or I (E)]
variations of each of a number of measured Bragg spots.
current methodology for the determination of surface str
tures therefore is to calculate the expected LEEDI (E) spec-
tra from a number of proposed model structures, and
search for the set that has the best fit to the correspon
experimental spectra as judged by a reliability factor~R
factor!.2

As pointed out by Pendry, Heinz, and Oed,5 this method-
ology runs into practically insuperable difficulties when
attempt is made to determine too many unknown struct
parameters. The number of model structures, whose sp
would need to be calculated ifM different values ofN pa-
rameters are varied, isMN, i.e., there is non-polynomia
~NP! scaling.5 If c is the computer time needed for the ca
culation of a set of LEED spectra for a single model, then
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/125417~11!/$20.00 67 1254
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time for the entire structure search would beT5cMN. Sub-
stituting some typical numbers gives a concrete idea of
magnitude of the problem. Suppose one wished to determ
the three Cartesian coordinates ofn surface atoms, thenN
53n. Suppose also that each parameter was varied oveM
510 discrete values. Then ifc51 second, and we require
to determine the positions of justn53 independent atoms
T5109 s'30 years; forn56, T51018 s'331010 years, al-
ready about the age of the universe! An exhaustive searc
models varying by a reasonable number of values of jus
few parameters thus becomes practically impossible e
with an orders of magnitude increases of computer spe
and/or the use of a reasonable number of parallel proces

Guided search strategies to overcome this NP-comp
problem in LEED have been developed including the use
gradient search methods,6 simulated annealing,7 frustrated
simulated annealing,8 and the genetic algorithm,9 all of
which improve on the disastrous exponential scaling with
number of parameters of the exhaustive search at the exp
of some uncertainty regarding the attainment of the best
bal fit. Perturbation methods, like tensor LEED,10 including
automated versions,11,12 require an initial guess of the struc
ture fairly close to the true one.

An alternative approach that has been tried for ra
structure determination in LEED has exploited an analo
with holography.13,14 In the technique of holographic
LEED,15,16 some of the diffracted amplitudes are consider
to be a linear combination of a calculablereference wave
arising from the scattering of an electron from an adatom
a crystal surface and an unknownobject wavefrom the sub-
sequent scattering of the same electron from a substrat
unknown structure. By interpreting a relevant subset of
LEED intensities as ahologram, a three-dimensional~3D!
image of atoms near the adatom may be reconstructed f
the data by a computer algorithm. This technique has b
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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applied successfully to experimental data,17,18 and even to
determine the local geometry around an adatom on the
viously unknown SiC(111)(333) structure, which eventu
ally enabled the full solution of that structure.19 Neverthe-
less, a major limitation that holographic LEED shares w
other forms of atomic-source electron holography20 is that,
due to the decay of the reference wave amplitude with
inverse of its distance from the source~augmented by a shor
inelastic mean free path!, the recovered image is only o
atoms within a rather local cluster around the adatom. Th
usually not by itself sufficient to solve the structures of t
larger surface unit cells.

The method we describe in this paper is also analogou
holography, but with the difference that the reference wav
regarded not as that scattering off a point adatom on a
face but from the entire known substrate that underlies
unknown surface to be determined. The object wave ar
not from the subsequent scattering of a point scatte
source, but from the direct scattering of the incident el
trons from the unknown surface region~and other contribu-
tions from paths including, in addition, scattering from ato
in the substrate!. All surface atoms contribute to the obje
wave with a strength more or less independent of their p
tion in their unit cell, and their positions might thus all b
equally expected to be determined. The method is clos
analogous to one already developed for the structure com
tion problem of protein crystallography,21 and for a similar
problem in surface x-ray diffraction,22 both of which may be
adequately treated by a single-scattering~or kinematic!
theory. We show in the present paper how the method m
be adapted even for the strong multiple-scattering problem
LEED, and point out its near-ideal scaling properties with
complexity of the surface structure. A preliminary account
this work has already been published.23

II. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY

We begin with an outline of the theory, whose details w
be given in the following sections. LEED is an experiment
which electrons are directed into a sample from a dist
source and the intensities of elastically backscattered e
trons suffering different momentum transfersg parallel to the
surface are monitored. In the case of a crystal surface, n
zero diffracted intensities will be found only wheng is a 2D
reciprocal-lattice vector of the surface, i.e., when

g5Ha* 1Kb* . ~1!

If a* and b* are surface parallel reciprocal-lattice unit-ce
vectors defined by the substrate, and when there is no su
reconstruction, allowable values ofg correspond to only in-
teger values of the Miller indicesH andK. The Bragg spots
on a detector corresponding to such values ofH and K are
known asinteger-orderspots. If the surface structure is re
constructed, atoms in the outermost surface layers may
range themselves to form a 2D lattice of larger linear dim
sions than the deeper layers parallel to the surface. In su
case, or if foreign atoms or molecules from a periodic ov
layer of such a larger lattice parameter on the surface, LE
electrons may be backscattered also into so-calledfractional-
12541
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order Bragg spots with surface-parallel momentum transf
g given by fractional values of the Miller indicesH or K in
Eq. ~1!.

A LEED experiment measures the backscattered inte
ties of a set of Bragg reflectionsg as a function of the energy
E of the incident electrons. Each intensity measuremenI e
may thus be specified by an indexe representing a combina
tion of diffracted beamg and electron energyE. These inten-
sities are proportional to the squares of the moduli of
corresponding structure factorsFe of a 2D repeating unit of
the structure~or unit cell!.

The approach we will follow has the following three ke
ingredients. First, the above structure factor is regarded
the sum of two components

Fe5Re1Se , ~2!

whereRe incorporates all possible multiple scattering pat
of the incident electron with the known part of the surfac
namely the deeper layers, whose structure is essentially
of the bulk crystal.Se represents the effect of all multiple
scattering paths that include~but are not restricted to! scat-
tering from the unknown part, namely, the outermost atom
layers, whose structure is to be determined. It should
noted that although, in general, the integer-order Bragg s
have nonzero contributions from bothRe and Se , the
fractional-order spots are comprised entirely ofSe . The de-
composition @Eq. ~2!# of Fe is very analogous to
holography,13 whereRe andSe may be regarded as comple
reference and object waves, respectively, interfering to fo
a hologram, represented by the set of real intensities$I e%.

The second ingredient is the fact that in LEED, to a ve
good approximation, it is possible to expressSe in the form

Se5(
l

plOe l , ~3!

whereOe l represents arenormalized scattering matrix~in a
plane-wave representation! of a primitive 2D test superlat-
tice, which includes anaverage atomat a positionl. Here we
use the term average atom in the same sense that it is us
thedirect methods24 of x-ray crystallography: namely, it is an
atom whose scattering properties are an average of thos
the atoms expected in a surface slab of area equal to th
the superlattice, and a depth estimated to contain all the
oms of the surface region, whose positions are unknow
the outset. The term renormalized above implies that
cluded in the calculation of this matrix is the domina
multiple-scattering between the substrate and the unit ce
the resultingtest layerof average atoms. It may be regarde
as a form of anelementary object wave,25 which may be
calculated without a knowledge of the surface structu
Thus the total object waveSe may be regarded as a linea
combination of calculable elementary object waves, with
set of real and non-negative expansion coefficientspl . This
representation ofSe is an approximation that neglects mu
tiple scattering between the sublattices represented by
quantitiesOe l . As we will see in the following, even in the
rather severe test of LEED electrons normally incident o
7-2
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surface containing normally-oriented CO molecules this
pears to be a good enough approximation.

Our idea is to define the real-space distribution$pl% on a
uniform 3D Cartesian grid covering a lateral extent equa
that of the surface unit cell and of a height sufficient
include all the expected surface atoms. The third ingred
of our theory is the use of a maximum entropy algorithm
determine the distribution$pl% from the experimental data
Peaks in this distribution would indicate the likely positio
of atoms in the surface slab. The basic idea of the maxim
entropy method is described next.

III. MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD

The problem of obtaining stable and meaningful solutio
from incomplete and noisy data has been addressed in a
riety of fields by means of the principles of Bayesi
statistics,26 and the maximum entropy method
particular.27,28 In x-ray crystallography, this idea has bee
used to develop anexponential modelingalgorithm29,30 for
improving the resolution of a pre-existing electron dens
map of a protein. A similar exponential modelling schem
has been used31–34 as part of an iterative process ofphase
extension, in which a knowledge of the phases of some lo
resolution structure factors is extended to those of hig
resolution shells.35

A maximum entropy algorithm, developed originally
improve the resolution of protein electron density maps29

has been adapted to solve the problem of structure com
tion in protein crystallography21 and surface x-ray
diffraction.22 We now develop an adaptation of this theory
determine the sought atom distribution$pl%. We begin by
defining the entropy of this distribution using Boltzmann
expression

S@$pl%#5k ln@V$pl%#, ~4!

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and the number of m
crostates per macrostate,V, is proportional to the probability
~P! of the distribution. Consequently,

P@$pl%#}expS@$pl%#. ~5!

Thus the most probable distribution$pl% corresponds to tha
which maximizesS. A convenient form for the entropy
which is equivalent to Boltzmann’s expression above, is
Gibbs’ form36

S@$pl%#52(
l

pl ln
pl

eml
, ~6!

wheree the base of the natural logarithms, and$ml% the best
prior guess of the optimum distribution$pl% ~which we could
term the measure of the distribution!. By differentiatingS
with respect topj ~where j is a particular one of the set o
indices$l%! it is easy to show that the distribution$pl% that
maximizesS is the trivial one that is identical to$ml%.

For our problem of finding the most probable electr
distribution $pl% consistent with the experimental data, w
need to constrain the distribution by the method of Lagra
multipliers. In our present application, we identify$pl% with
12541
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our best guess of the distribution$pl
(n)% of the unknown part

of a unit cell at stepn of an iterative algorithm. We identify
the measure$ml% with our estimate$pl

(n21)% of the electron
distribution at the previous iteration. We seek to maxim
the functional,

Q@$pl
~n!%#52(

l
pl

~n! lnF pl
~n!

epl
~n21!G2

l8

2
x2, ~7!

where the first term represents the entropy of the distribu
$pl

(n)% at an iterationn, relative to one$pl
(n21)% at the previ-

ous iteration, and the second term is proportional to thex2

statistic,

x25
1

N (
e

uFe
~c!~n!2c~n21!Fe

~o!~n21!u2

se
2 , ~8!

with se the estimated uncertainty in the measured struct
factor amplitudeuFeu, N the number of data pointse, andl8
a Lagrange multiplier. This quantifies the agreement, at
nth iteration of the algorithm, between the set of calculat
structure factors,

Fe
~c!~n!5Re1Se

~n! , ~9!

where

Se
~n!5(

l
pl

~n!Oe l , ~10!

with the corresponding observed structure factors,

Fe
~o!~n21!5uFeuexp@ ife

~n21!#, ~11!

where the phase of this structure factor is equated to tha
the calculated one at the previous iteration, i.e., with

fe
~n21!5arg@Fe

~c!~n21!#. ~12!

The purpose of the real constantc(n21) in Eq. ~8! is to scale
the observed structure factoruFe

(o)u to match that of its cal-
culated counterpart at each iteration via the equation:

c~n21!5
(euFe

~c!~n21!u

(euFe
~o!~n21!u

. ~13!

The quantityQ in Eq. ~8! may be maximized by requiring
that

]Q

]pj
~n! 50, ; j . ~14!

The differentiation of the entropy term in Eq.~7! is straight-
forward enough; that of the constraint term may be p
formed by writing uFe

(c)(n)2c(n21)Fe
(o)(n21)u2 as $Fe

(c)(n)

2c(n21)Fe
(o)(n21)% times its complex conjugate and notin

that Fe
(c)(n) depends onpl

(n) , but notFe
(o)(n21) . After some

algebra we obtain
7-3
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lnF pj
~n!

pj
~n21!G52l8

1

N
Re(

e

1

se
2 $Fe

~c!~n!

2c~n21!Fe
~o!~n21!%Oe j* . ~15!

If the individual variancesse
2 may be replaced by their mea

value^se
2&, we may definel5l8/N ^se

2& and re-express Eq
~15! as

pj
~n!5pj

~n21! expF2l Re(
e

$Fe
~c!~n!

2c~n21!Fe
~o!~n21!%Oe j* G , ; j . ~16!

Substituting forFe
(c)(n) from Eq. ~9!, we see that Eqs.~16!

represent a set ofimplicit equations for the sought distribu
tion $pj

(n)% at thenth iteration in terms of that$pj
(n21)% at the

previous iteration.
If l were chosen to be sufficiently small, the change

$pj
(n)% per iteration will be small enough to justify the re

placement ofFe
(c)(n) by its valueFe

(c)(n21) at the previous
step. By analogy with the corresponding algorithm for x-r
diffraction,21,22 one may argue thatl needs to satisfy a con
dition of the form

l~n21!!
b

max~$pl
~n21!% !

, ~17!

where max$pl
(n21)% is the maximum value of the distributio

$pl
(n21)% at iteration (n21), andb is a constant. Equation

~16! may then be replaced by the set ofexplicit equations

pj
~n!5pj

~n21! expF2l~n21! Re(
e

$Fe
~c!~n21!

2c~n21!Fe
~o!~n21!%Oe j* G , ; j , ~18!

which, together with Eqs.~9!–~12!, constitute a well-defined
set of recursion relations which transform an arbitrarily ch
sen initial distribution$pj

(0)% at iterationn51 to a final con-
verged distribution$pj

(m)% at iterationm that constitutes the
best estimate of the distribution of average atoms in the
face slab.

In the absence of any knowledge of this distribution at
outset, a reasonable starting distribution is a uniform o
normalized to the expected numberNatom of atoms in the
surface unit cell. That is, one may take

pj
~0!5

Natom

Nvox
, ; j ~19!

whereNvox is the number of voxels at which the distribution
$pj

(n)% are evaluated. After completion of each iteration, t
new distribution is renormalized by the condition

(
j

pj
~n!5Natom. ~20!
12541
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An initial estimate of the calculated structure factorFe
(o)(0)

requires initial estimates of the phasesfe
(0) which may be

calculated by Eq.~12! at least for the integer-order beam
However, as already outlined in Secs. II, although integ
order Bragg spots always have a contribution not only fr
the surfaceSe but also from the known bulk structur
~throughRe), superstructure Bragg spots do not. Therefore
special treatment of the initial corresponding phases is n
essary. To this aim the algorithm first operates on the str
ture factor amplitudes of the integer-order spots only, until
intermediate convergence aftern1 iterations is reached. The
distribution $pl

(n1)
% obtained at this stage gives rise to th

so-calledaverageor foldedstructure~cf. Secs. II and V!. The
recovery of the true superstructure periodicity then comes
the inclusion of the amplitudes of the fractional-order spo
As a starting point, their phases are approximated by a lin
interpolation between the estimates of the phases of t
neighboring integer-order spots of the same electron ene
at iteration stepn1 . With the inclusion of the data of the
superstructure spots, the algorithm is then resumed unti
final convergence, where from iteration (n111) on both the
integer-order and fractional-order phases are determine
eratively by Eq.~12!.

IV. FORM OF HOLOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
AND OBJECT WAVES

We now turn to the question of the form ofRe andOe j for
a workable algorithm for LEED. For a key to an understan
ing of this, first consider the evaluation of the scattering o
LEED electron from a surface consisting of an ordered
test layer of the periodicity of the superlattice above a crys
substrate. We assume that the structure of the substra
known, and that thus it is possible to calculate exactly
reflection matrixB21 in a plane-wave basis. If the ‘‘in-out’
scattering matrix of the test layer~in the same basis! is de-
fined asM21, the ‘‘in-in’’ matrix as M11, and the ‘‘out-
out’’ matrix asM22 in the usual LEED notation, where th
second superscript denotes the direction from which a w
is incident on the layer or substrate, and the first one tha
the scattered ~or transmitted! wave. The superscrip
1 indicates a direction of flux from vacuum into the surfac
and—the reverse flux. Exploiting the weakness of ba
scattering processes compared to forward-scattering o
the scattering paths involving the adsorbate layer and s
strate may be ordered by the number of backscattering
cesses involved. Obviously, the minimum number of ba
scattering processes for the detection of a flux
backscattered LEED electrons above the surface is one. A
exploiting the weakness of;90° scattering of LEED elec-
trons of normal incidence compared with either forward sc
tering or backscattering, we approximate the scattering
trices M66 by ‘‘kinematic’’ expressions,1 that neglect
multiple scattering within the adlayer.37

Suppose that the outer edges of the surface atoms ex
to a heighth above the uppermost atomic layer of the su
strate~see Fig. 1!. The plane parallel to the surface at th
height may then be regarded as the interface between
7-4
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sample and the vacuum. The propagation of electrons be
this layer must take account of both refraction and abso
tion. Thus, it is convenient to define an originO at some
reference point in this interface plane, with respect to wh
is measured the phase of a plane wave of unit amplit
representing the incident LEED electron. We also define
origin j of the adsorbate layer, taken at the position of
atom in the test layer, and in a plane of heightdmin<d<h
above the outermost substrate layer.~The definition of a
lower boundarydmin'1 Å of the surface slab is necessary
ensure the validity of the renormalized scattering matrix
proximation.! Also, we defineB to be the conventional origin
assumed for the definition of the bulk reflection matrixB21.
Let the propagation matrix~also in the plane wave represe
tation! of an electron fromO to j be defined asPjO , that
from j to B be PB j , and the corresponding propagation m
trices in the reverse directions bePO j andPjB , respectively.
Then the total reflection matrix of the entire surface to fir
order in backscattering may be written

T5PO jM
21PjO1PO j~11M22!PjBB21PB j~11M11!PjO

~21!

5PO jPjBB21PB jPjO1PO jM
21PjO

1POBB21PB jM
11PjO1PO jM

22PjBB21PBO

1PO jM
22PjBB21PB jM

11PjO , ~22!

where unit matrices1 are added to the ‘‘in-in’’ and ‘‘out-out’’
matrices to take account of unscattered transmission. S
the product of two free-space propagator matrices involv
an intermediate point is independent of that intermed
point,

PBO5PB jPjO ~23!

and

POB5PO jPjB . ~24!

FIG. 1. Propagation and scattering paths giving rise to the
erence waveRe and the three dominant contributionsOe j

(1) , Oe j
(2) ,

and Oe j
(3) to the object waveOe j . The surface atomic layer is as

sumed to extend to a heighth above the bulk with its origin at poin
j at heightd above the bulk.O is the real-space origin with respe
to which all mutually coherent paths are referenced,B denotes
the conventional origin for the calculation of the bulk reflecti
matrix B21.
12541
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From these relations, we see that the first term on the rig
hand side of Eq.~22! above is independent of the surfac
layer. One of its elements forms a suitable reference wave
our purposes, namely,

Re5~POBB21PBO!g0, ~25!

where the indicesg0 specify the matrix elements for scatte
ing from an incident wave to the backscattered Bragg refl
tion labeled by the reciprocal-lattice vectorg. The remaining
terms on the right-hand side of~22! enable the calculation o
the corresponding object wave via

Oe j5~PO jM
21PjO1POBB21PB jM

11PjO

1PO jM
22PjBB21PBO

1PO jM
22PjBB21PB jM

11PjO!g0

.Oe j
~1!1Oe j

~2!1Oe j
~3! , ~26!

where

Oe j
~1!5~PO jM

21PjO!g0, ~27!

Oe j
~2!5~POBB21PB jM

11PjO!g0, ~28!

and

Oe j
~3!5~PO jM

22PjBB21PBO!g0, ~29!

with the fourth term involving the product of the scatterin
matricesM22 andM11 neglected.

The use of the reference and elementary object wave
the form of Eqs.~25! and ~26!, respectively, certainly is an
approximation, It is justified if substitution of these expre
sions into Eqs.~3! and~2! would give a reasonable approx
mation to the dynamical LEED structure factorFe for a dis-
tribution $pj% of atom positions within a surface unit cell, t
be determined by the iterative algorithm of the last secti
An assumption of this approximation is that multiple scatt
ing between different surface atoms may be neglected.
to the predominantly forward-scattering nature of atom
scattering factors for LEED electrons, this is usually a go
approximation for normally-incident electrons and ads
bates confined to a single layer parallel to the surface.37

The following test computations illustrate the reasonab
ness of these approximations: the results of a full dynam
intensity calculation for the artificial structure of a primitiv
oxygen layer withc(232) periodicity 2 Å above a Ni~001!
surface with the oxygen atoms on on-top sites of the
substrate were compared with theI (E) curves computed on
the bases of these approximations. The results are show
Fig. 2 for a selected integer- and fractional-order beam. R
resentative scattering paths followed by electrons contrib
ing to Re , Oe j

(1) , Oe j
(2) , andOe j

(3) are illustrated in Fig. 1.

V. RESULTS FROM SIMULATED LEED DATA

Our initial test of the method was on data simulated b
standard LEED program.4 An attempt was made to recove
from this data the surface structure model assumed in
simulation of the LEEDI /E curves.

f-
7-5
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A. SEUBERT, K. HEINZ, AND D. K. SALDIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125417 ~2003!
c„2Ã2…-COÕNi„001…

The model chosen is that accepted forc(2
32)CO/Ni(001) with the CO molecules adsorbed perp
dicular to the surface and the C atom residing in on-top s
of the Ni substrate as shown in Fig. 3. The simulated d
input to the algorithm wereI (E) spectra calculated for nor
mal electron incidence and an energy range of 30 eV up
450 eV for the five inequivalent integer-order Bragg refle
tions ~10!, ~11!, ~20!, ~21!, and~22! and the five inequivalen
half-order reflections~1/2 1/2!, ~3/2 1/2!, ~3/2 3/2!, ~5/2 1/2!,
and ~5/2 3/2!, which should all be easily accessible fro
experiment. Also given as input to the algorithm were t
complex amplitudesRe from bulk Ni~001!, calculated from
the dynamical structure factors,B21, of the substrate by the
same program. The computations of the propagation m
ces, e.g.,PjO , for the evaluation ofRe and Oe j from Eqs.
~25! and ~26!, respectively, require only the evaluation
complex exponentials with arguments containing the~com-
plex! wave vectors of the plane-wave expansions betw
the atomic layers and the vectors relating the fixed refere
positionsO andB, and the test positionsj of atoms within a
surface unit cell.

Figure 4 shows the calculatedI (E) spectrum of the~10!
beam ~solid line! for c(232)-CO/Ni(001) in an energy
range from about 100 to 400 eV, assuming atop adsorptio
CO directly above each of the Ni atoms in the outerm
substrate layer. The Ni-C distance was taken to be 1.8 Å,

FIG. 2. Full dynamic intensities~solid lines! calculated for
c(232)-O/Ni(001) and compared with calculations based on
neglect of intralayer multiple scattering within the test layer~dashed
line!, and this approximation plus the representation ofT by just the
first four terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~22! ~dotted lines!.

FIG. 3. Model of thec(232)-CO/Ni(001) surface. The CO
molecules are adsorbed on-top of Ni atoms. Their orientation
perpendicular to the surface with theC atoms coordinated to the
outermost Ni atoms of the substrate.
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C-O distance 1.2 Å, and the heighth of the originO above
the outermost Ni layer taken to be 3.20 Å. The square ro
of the intensities of this structure are the structure fac
amplitudesuFeu used as input to the algorithm of Sec. II
Also shown as a dashed line in Fig. 4 is the intensity from
clean Ni~001! surface for the same position of the originO
relative to the Ni atoms.38 These intensities are equal t
uReu2, where the quantitiesRe are the calculated comple
amplitudes representing the reference waves, also use
input to the algorithm.

With the above definition of the reference wavesRe , the
algorithm is applied to recover the positions of the CO ov
layer relative to the Ni substrate. As stated earlier, in gene
the method would deal with the circumstance of the ads
bates containing atoms of two different chemical species
computing the scattering matricesM11 of the test layer
from averaget matrices of atoms of these two species. In t
present case, however, the atomic numbers, and he
t-matrices of the C and O species are so close that we too
our test layer one consisting of just a 2D oxygen superlat
of c(232) periodicity relative to the substrate.

We assumed an initial distribution$pj
(0)% to be the least-

biased uniform one@Eq. ~19!#, normalized to the expecte
numberNatom52 of atoms in a unit cell of the surface sla
with heighth53.20 Å (dmin51.0 Å) on a 0.20-Å grid and a
lateral extension of22.85 to12.85 Å with a resolution of
0.15 Å in bothx andy directions. The algorithm~with l set
to 0.5! was run initially with the summation overe in Eq.
~18! only over data of the integer-order Bragg spots. T
distribution $pj

(60)% resulting after 60 iterations is shown i
the left panel of Fig. 5. This has the same periodicity para
to the surface as the substrate, and reveals two high-inten
features on all on-top sites corresponding to the expec
heights above the surface of the constituent atoms of upr
CO molecules. This corresponds to what has been termed
average22 or folded39 structure in surface x-ray diffraction. I
represents theaverageof the surface structures above a
bulk unit cellsfoldedinto a surface unit cell of lateral dimen
sions equal to that of a bulk unit cell.

At this point, data from the fractional-order Bragg spo
were also included in the summation overe in Eq. ~18!.
Initial phasesfe

(60) of the fractional-order structure factor
were taken to be values interpolated from the current res

e

is

FIG. 4. I (E) spectra of the~10! beam calculated forc(2
32)-CO/Ni(001) ~solid line! and for the clean Ni~001! surface
~broken line!. In both cases the same origin is chosen~3.2 Å above
the outermost Ni layer!.
7-6
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DIRECT DETERMINATION BY LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125417 ~2003!
for the phases of the surface components,Se
(60) , of the struc-

ture factors of the nearest-neighbor integer-order Bragg s
in the diffraction pattern at the same energy, as indicate
the middle panel of Fig. 5.

The distribution$pj
(110)% after a further 50 iterations is

shown in perspective in the right panel of Fig. 5. Views
this distribution from directions parallel and normal to t
surface ~side elevation and plan views, respectively! are
shown in Fig. 6, in which the atoms of the two topmo
Ni~001! layers~the reference structure! are added artificially
as hard spheres. The most obvious difference with the di
bution of Fig. 5~left! is that the CO molecules now appe
adsorbed only on on-top sites of ac(232) lattice. The in-
tensities associated with the two atoms in each adso
molecule are now approximately equal. The short horizon
lines on the left of the side elevation in Fig. 6 mark t
heights of the C and O atoms above the surface assume
the surface structure model. The computed distribution
thus seen to represent the correct recovery from the dat
the complete structure of the CO molecules on the Ni~001!
surface assumed in the model from which the LEED d
were calculated.

This test of our algorithm with simulated LEED data e
ables us to test the effectiveness of the algorithm in reco
ing the correct phases of the dynamical structure fact
Monitoring the average phase difference between the e
mated and correct phases,

Df~n!5
1

N (
e

ufe
~corr!2fe

~n!u, ~30!

provides useful information on the progress of the iterat
procedure. For thec(232)-CO/Ni(001) structure unde
consideration, the variation of this quantity is displayed
the left hand panel of Fig. 7. Starting with an initial value
about 66°, the average phase difference decreases unt
intermediate convergence at iterationn1560 is reached. At

FIG. 5. Perspective atomic images reconstructed forc(2
32)-CO/Ni(100). Transparent surface-parallel planes through
atoms imaged atz'1.8 Å ~C! and 3.0 Å ~O! are introduced to
guide the eye. The bulk starts atz50. Left: Image recovered afte
60 iteration steps using substrate spot data only and produci
131 overlayer of CO molecules. Middle: Procedure to obtain
first estimate for the superstructure phases by linear interpola
between phases of neighboring substrate spots. Right:c(232) ar-
rangement of CO recovered after further 50 iterations, also inc
ing fractional order spots.
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this stage the fractional-order spots are included for the
time; the summation in Eq.~30! therefore comprises both
groups of reflections. Of course, the simple linear interpo
tion procedure between neighboring integer-order spots m
not be expected to provide accurate first estimates of
superstructure phases. This gives rise to the spike at itera
n5n111. However, only a few further iterations mak
Df (n) decrease again to about the same level that has b
reached when the algorithm operated on the integer-o
spots only.

In view of the very clearly and accurately recover
atomic distribution within the surface slab~cf. Figs. 5 and 6!,
the overall level of the average phase difference is rat
high. The reason of this unsettling detail may be found in
approximations made for the calculation of the object wa

e

a

n

-

FIG. 6. Plan view and side elevation of the final result forc(2
32)-CO/Ni(100) according to the right panel in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Dependency of the average phase differenceDf (n) on
the iteration stepn for c(232)-CO/Ni(001) ~left panel! and c(2
32)-O/Ni(001) ~right panel!. See the text for details.
7-7
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A. SEUBERT, K. HEINZ, AND D. K. SALDIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125417 ~2003!
Se . First, the total reflection matrix of the entire surface s
is correct only to first order in backscattering@cf. Eqs.~21!
and~22!#. Second, multiple scatteringwithin the surface slab
i.e., between different surface atoms, is neglected at all
course, the latter is a rather severe approximation, in part
lar for the worst-case scenario of the primary beam norm
incident on thec(232)-CO/Ni(001) structure with their CO
molecules aligned perpendicularly to the surface. This ef
is lifted when only a single adsorbed layer is used instea
the CO double layer. To this end, we performed another
dynamic calculation for the same structure but with the c
bon layer removed, corresponding toc(232)-O/Ni(100)
with oxygen atoms 2.0 Å above the topmost Ni atoms.
can be seen in the right hand panel of Fig. 7, the overall le
of the average phase difference now is much lower than
the case of the CO structure with a final value of less the 3

Due to the approximations made for the calculation of
object wave, it would not be surprising ifDf (n) never de-
creased significantly below this level. The successful rec
ery of the c(232)-CO/Ni(001) structure in this sectio
shows that even for the case of rather strong multiple s
tering and a relatively high level of phase difference the
gorithm still works reliably.

VI. RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL LEED DATA

For tests of the algorithm on experimental LEED data,
chose three systems whose structures have recently bee
termined by conventional LEED with high accuracy. The
are two different phases of Br adsorbed on Pt~110!, and a H
adsorbate-induced reconstruction of Ir~001!.

A. c„2Ã2…-Br ÕPt„110…

The c(232) phase of Br/Pt~110! has been the subject o
intense studies by scanning tunneling microscopy,~STM! to-
tal energy calculations using density functional theo
~DFT!, and quantitative conventional LEED.40 Both DFT
and LEED found Br atoms adsorbed in short-bridge s
with some slight adsorbed induced substrate reconstruc
involved. However, an exhaustive structural search had to
applied as also other sites and, in particular, also subs
tional sites had to be tested according to ear
suggestions.41

In contrast, as first described in our recent paper,23 our
method allows amodel-independentdetermination of the ad
sorption geometry from the same data. Neglecting the sm
reconstruction of the substrate, the reference waveRe was
computed from Eq.~25! with B21 from a LEED calculation
from an ideal bulk-terminated model of the Pt~110! substrate,
and a surface slab height of 2.40 Å~again,dmin51.0 Å). The
lateral extension of the surface slab ranges from24.40 to
14.40 Å, with a resolution of 0.20 Å, and so covers a lit
more than ac(232) surface unit cell. The algorithm~with l
set to 0.5! was run to convergence after 350 iterations w
just the data of the eight lowest-indexed integer-order Br
spots included in the summation overe in Eq. ~18!. Initial
phases were then assigned to the four lowest-inde
fractional-order structure factors by the same reciproc
12541
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space interpolation from the surface components of the st
ture factors of the integer-order spots, as described in the
subsection. The algorithm was resumed with data from b
integer-order and fractional-order spots until a final conv
gence after a further 225 iterations.

Two perspectives of the final distribution$pj
(575)% are

shown in Fig. 8. The lower panel shows a plan view of t
surface. High values of the distribution are found only
short-bridge sites in ac(232) lattice relative to the Pt~110!
substrate. These are precisely the lattice sites suggeste
the conventional LEED analysis and DFT calculations40

Note that these results suggest just one adatom per prim
surface unit cell. Consequently, all adatoms are also at
same height~2.0 Å! relative to the substrate, as illustrated
the side elevation~upper panel!. The short black horizonta
line in this panel marks the adsorbate height determined
the conventional LEED analysis. The atom distribution d
termined by our algorithm is found to agree well with th
determination.

B. „3Ã1…-Br ÕPt„110…

The 331 phase develops at a two-third Br coverage
the surface.42 Again STM, DFT, and quantitative LEED hav
been applied to resolve the structure.43,44 The surface unit
cell is made up by two Br atoms which reside on inequiv
lent sites, one again in the short-bridge and the other in
long bridge site.

FIG. 8. Plan view and side elevation of the directly recover
c(232)-Br/Pt(110) structure with the Br atoms adsorbed on sh
bridge sites.
7-8
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DIRECT DETERMINATION BY LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125417 ~2003!
A similar attempt as above was made to recover this
sorbate structure by the application of our algorithm
LEED data taken at normal incidence for eight integer-or
and 12 fractional-order symmetrically inequivalent beam
The algorithm was run initially to convergence after 40 ite
tions with just data from the integer-order spots. After t
same reciprocal-space interpolation as before of the ph
of the surface components of the structure factors to g
starting phases of the fractional-order structure factors,
the inclusion of data from all Bragg spots~integer-order and
fractional-order! the algorithm was resumed until final con
vergence after a further 300 iterations.

The resulting atom distribution$pj
(340)% within a surface

slab with lateral extension of 0.0–12.0 Å and20.90–4.8 Å
alongx andy axes, respectively, on a 0.30-Å grid and heig
2.20 Å ~resolution 0.20 Å,dmin51.0 Å) is shown in Fig. 9.
Once again, the lower panel gives a plan view of the dis
bution over a little more than the 331 superstructure uni
cell. Note that in this structure there are two symmetrica
inequivalent atoms per 331 surface unit cell occupying two
different adsorption sites~long bridge and short bridge!. As
Br-Pt bond lengths are almost the same for both adsorp
sites,43,44 the height of the Br atom adsorbed on the lon
bridge site is lower than that for the short-bridge site by
Å ~cf. side elevation in the upper panel of Fig. 9!. This con-
clusion is supported by an independent conventional LE
analysis by which this relative difference is determined to
0.26 Å.43,44

C. „5Ã1…-HÕIr „001…

It has been known since the early 1980s that the cl
Ir~001! surface reconstructs to form a 531 structure,
whereby the top layer forms a quasihexagonal lattice, wh
matches the square lattice of the underlying metal layer

FIG. 9. Plan view and side elevation of the directly recove
(331)-Br/Pt(110) structure with its two inequivalent Br atoms a
sorbed on short- and long-bridge sites.
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positions corresponding to a 531 coincidence lattice.45–47In
the direction of the larger surface unit vector, six rows of
atoms of the outermost surface layer are packed into a le
equal to that of five rows of the layer beneath.

On adsorption of H, recent conventional LEED studi
showed that one of six Ir rows in the top layer becom
extracted from that layer so that its atoms reside in holl
sites of the underlying~now almost bulk terminated! Ir~001!
substrate.48,49 The extracted Ir rows are arranged in a 531
superlattice relative to the square substrate lattice. T
model is corroborated by scanning tunneling microsco
studies. So we used the structure factors of an unrelaxed
unreconstructed Ir~001! surface as a reference waveRe for
our maximum entropy algorithm.

Our inversion algorithm was run initially for 50 iteration
with just the same LEED data in five inequivalent intege
order reflections, followed ~after the usual phase
interpolation procedure for starting phases of those Br
spots! by 50 further iterations with the inclusion also of nin
inequivalent fractional-order reflections. The result is sho
in Fig. 10. Obviously, the atoms of the extracted Ir row
@located 1.8 Å above the topmost Ir~001! bulk layer# occupy
four-fold coordinated hollow-sites. Both the adsorption s
and the adsorption height are in quantitative agreement w
the conventional LEED intensity analysis.48,49For the recov-
ery of the atomic distribution$pl% the Lagrange paramete
was determined according to Eq.~17!, with the constantb
taken to be 0.01. Due to a very low value of max$pl

(0)% at the
outset@through Eq.~19!#, the initial values of the paramete
l are rather high, but decrease rapidly down to aroundl
50.3 ~cf. Fig. 11!. This dependency ofl on n makes the
iterative procedure converge much faster than treatingl as a
constant.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To date most surface crystal structures have been so
by a combination of chemical intuition, the pooling togeth
of data from different physical probes, and by trial-and-er

d

FIG. 10. Plan view and side elevation of the directly recove
(531)-H/Ir(001).
7-9
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A. SEUBERT, K. HEINZ, AND D. K. SALDIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125417 ~2003!
fitting to experimental diffraction data, of simulations of di
fraction data from guessed models of the structure. The la
process invariably runs up against the exponential gro
with complexity of the structure of the number of mode
that need to be tested. Consequently, more attention has
devoted in recent years to developing a reliabledirect
method for surface crystallography that may lead rapi
from the experimental diffraction data to the surface str
ture at the atomic scale. One of the ideas that has attra
attention in recent years is that of interpreting the diffract
patterns in some sense as an interference pattern betwe
assumed known sphericalreference wavefrom an identifi-
able atom within a surface unit cell and theobject waves
formed by the scattering of this wave from its neighbori
atoms. If such an interpretation is possible,holographic
computer reconstruction algorithms are able to reveal
three-dimensional arrangement of the neighboring ato
relative to the reference wave source.16 When the hologram
is formed by the interference of low energy electrons,
decay of the reference wave with the inverse of dista
from the source, as well as its attenuation due to inela
scattering, generally does not allow the recovery of m
than just a few atoms in the vicinity of the source.19 Also, the
existence of more than one reference wave source could
to the superposition of more than one local atomic envir
ment, with a consequent difficulty of interpretation.

In this paper we develop an alternative holographic int
pretation for surface crystallography that promises to ov
come these problems. It is based on the idea that whe
external beam of radiation is directed into a surface, the
diation detected outside the sample will have scattered f
not just the outermost surface layers whose structure
need to be determined, but also from parts of the underly
bulk crystal, whose structure is generally known. The cal
lable scattered radiation from this known part of the struct
is thus identified with the reference wave and that scatte
from the unknown part of the structure with the object wa
A conventional holographic algorithm would be capable
recovering the object wave from the diffraction data and
knowledge of the reference wave~which may be calculated
from a knowledge of the bulk structure!. We go one step
farther: by writing the object wave as a linear combination
calculated components~elementary object waves! associated
with a given position of anaverage surface atomon a uni-

FIG. 11. Dependency of the parameterl on the iteration stepn
for the (531)-H/Ir(001) structure.
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form grid covering a 3D slab representing the surface u
cell, we develop an algorithm to recover the coefficients
that linear sum.

A development of this idea for surface x-ray diffractio
has been described previously,22,50,51 where the elementary
object waves take the form of simple exponential functio
and the ~non-negative! coefficients represent the electro
density in the surface unit cell. In the present case of LEE
the components may be regarded as elements of effectiv~or
renormalized! scattering matrices of a primitive lattice of te
atoms of the 2D periodicity of the superstructurein a given
geometrical relation to the substrate. Such effective scatter
ing matrices may be calculated rapidly from standard LE
programs, taking account of the dominant~first-order!
multiple-scattering with the substrate. Only as many su
scattering matrices need be calculated as there are grid p
within a symmetry-reduced sector of the surface unit c
multiplied by the number of energies at which LEED da
are measured. For a given data set and a given numbe
real-space grid points, the computer time for the calculat
is thus independent of the structural complexity of the u
cell. The coefficients of the expansion of these compone
of the object wave may be regarded as the elements
non-negative distribution of atoms in the surface unit cell,
be determined.

In the cases of either x-ray diffraction or LEED, the re
evant distribution is determined by a maximum entro
algorithm,22 which iteratively satisfies the experimental co
straints to the reciprocal-space data, while also ensuring
non-negativity of all elements of the sought distribution
real space at each iteration. The theory for x-ray diffract
was given in an earlier paper,22 which also contains example
of the operation of the algorithm to recover the electron d
sity of the surfaces of a number of structures from realis
simulations of surface x-ray diffraction data from a standa
program.52

In the present paper, we extend the theory to LEED a
demonstrate its application to determine the adsorption
ometries of ordered adsorbates on surfaces from both s
lated LEED data forc(232)-CO/Ni(001), and experimen
tal data from thec(232) and 331 phases of Br/Pt~110!,
and the (531)-H/Ir(001) surface. In the case of the sim
lated data, the algorithm accurately recovered the very mo
used to calculate the LEED spectra. An application of
algorithm to experimental data recovered adsorption str
tures fully in agreement with the results of convention
LEED analysis.

Here we have described applications only to the recov
of the structure of adsorbates~atomic or molecular! on unre-
constructed and unrelaxed~or nearly so! substrates. This en
ables the representation of the reference wave by the
diffracted complex amplitude from a truncated known bu
structure. Complications might be expected when the s
strate itself suffers major~unknown! reconstruction or relax-
ation or, in other words, when the undisturbed bulk sta
deeper within the sample. We expect to address such p
lems in future papers.
7-10
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